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Express VPN Serial Key is a premium tool that gives you full security while surfing the Internet. A Generous Look at 3D Printing in the Silicon Valley - ombrabraham ====== michaelbuckbee "Chuck Sutner, president and CEO of 3D Systems, is giving his employees the right to 3D-print all their own stuff as an internal perk." This is the tech company founder who's been on a national tour for the last couple of
years essentially promoting the virtues of owning a 3D printer. ~~~ ombrabraham I was going to say the same thing, sort of re-reading his interview on recode. The title did not make it explicit enough. ------ davb I think this is the first time I've seen "Silicon Valley" and "3D Printing" used interchangeably to refer to a region of the world, rather than a particular industry. ~~~ adamnemecek This is true though
these terms are used interchangeably in the world. ~~~ Lerc The problem with that is that "Silicon Valley" isn't a thing. It's more of a category in that a lot of things happen there. "Silicon Valley" is a synonym for something that sounds attractive and that people could do there. Silicon Valley is like San Francisco, it doesn't have to be physical. ------ erikb I like the first picture in the article. You have an important
vision for yourself but at the same time you can spend your time on other things as well. That's a balance. ------ davb Brilliant article. I used to work in the Valley, and I had no idea they were so tech-savvy. ------ matt2000 It's great to see this article coming from the robotics industry. They're spending insane amounts of money on this, and it's a pretty compelling solution. Metabolism of phenylpropanolamine by
the monkey: II. Relevance to toxicity. Monkeys 82138339de
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